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Across Your Enterprise
The Challenge
Business intelligence (BI) dashboards are great when you are in your office and you want to see what’s going on
with your business. But what can be used when you are not at your desk? Business environments are competitive.
Information doesn’t just change daily — it changes constantly. Nowadays, workers need up-to-the-minute
information access wherever they go.
The Solution: DiveTab
DiveTab delivers dashboards — and more — to mobile devices. It has a powerful suite of information delivery, reporting,
and analytics capabilities that are available on desktops, laptops, Windows®-based tablets, iPads®, and iPhones®. Users
can access any BI content in any content format — in a single interface for connected or disconnected use.

DiveTab is a multi-screen information management
and delivery platform that takes organizations beyond
simple BI and content management capabilities to
provide users with access to their diverse information
sources anywhere. Powered by Dimensional Insight’s
Spectre® data engine, information is delivered securely
where and when it is needed. There are no more
waiting lines, no restrictions, and no multiple log-ins.
DiveTab simply delivers information access at lightning
speed. BI dashboards, presentation content, marketing
and corporate materials, audio, and video — it is all
available from DiveTab.

What You Get With DiveTab
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

	
Gain
timely insights from large data volumes.
	Increase productivity by instantly accessing content.
	Improve data-driven decision-making.
	Leverage and enhance existing systems.
	Gain efficiencies with a consistent interface across
multiple devices.
	Interact with dashboards, KPI metrics, and indicators.
	Access information-rich multi-screen applications.
	Know that your content is safe with robust security
and content control features.
	Administer accounts from a centralized location.
	Access content whether you are connected or
disconnected from the Internet.

DiveTab Provides:
•
•
•
•
•

	
Dashboards
and multi-level drill-down reports
	Online/offline information rendering
	Access to local and remote data
	Data capture (e.g., documents & pictures)
	A visual development environment

• Ability
	
to work with PowerPoint®, Word®, PDF,
picture, and video formats
• 	Customizable organization of content, layout,
and displays
• 	User-specific security
• 	Dynamic data interactions
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DiveTab on an iPhone

Information at the Right Time, on the Right Device
DiveTab provides mobile knowledge workers with
the ability to consume data — both structured and
unstructured — anytime, anywhere to make informed
decisions and keep up with the rapid pace of their
business. Information delivery, reporting, and analytics
is simplified with DiveTab. Users are given timely

access to business-critical metrics at the right time, on
the right device, and in a format that is useful to their
specific role.
DiveTab’s multi-screen delivery platform provides a
consistent user experience across devices and takes
reporting dashboard software to a new level.

About Dimensional Insight

Dimensional Insight is a leading provider of integrated
business intelligence and performance management
solutions. Our mission is to make organizational data
accessible and usable so everyone from analysts to line of
business users can get the information they need to make
informed, data-driven decisions.
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